
The Prescribed Healthcare service makes the end-users more actively involved in the healthcare pro-
cess. It makes it possible to improve health quality. It improves also the healthcare staff availability.
Since the patients are making diagnose work and manage medication changes more efficient, health-
care productivity gains are also achieved.

Health Coach service

The health coach service stimulate the end-users to
improve their lifestyle. That can be done by
improving the diet, stimulate physical exercise and
reduce unhealthy behaviour like smoking and/or
drinking alcohol.

The Health coach services are provided through
individual and focus group meetings.

The health coach use the Prescribed Healthcare
messaging services to distribute meeting schedules
and exercise tasks. It is also used for complemen-
tary electronic communication with the endusers.
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Revised medication list

When healthcare professionals changes prescrip-
tions, the revised medication list is transferred to
the end-users mobile phone by the healthcare orga-
nization. Since the healthcare professionals can
view how well the medication have been perfor-
med earlier, the medical quality revising the
medical list is improved.

Reference values

For both activity measurements like step meter and
pulse meter and diagnose measurements, the
healthcare staff can provide individual reference
values. That is values that will help the end-user to
interpret the results. As the health status changes, it
is easy for the healthcare staff to revise the
reference values.

Manage diagnose measurements

When the healthcare staff and the patient agree that
self-diagnose measurements are valuable, the
healthcare staff configure the prescribed healthcare
application. It is then also agreed when and how
frequent the healthcare staff will evaluate the mea-
surement results.

Evaluate diagnose measurements

During the diagnose process and/or for people on
walfarin medication, it is suitable with frequent
follow-up of own-measurement results, but in most
cases it's enough to evaluate the results at the next
appointment.
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Prescribed Healthcare equipment

The healthcare organization can provide prescribed
healthcare equipment for short-term usage to
elderly people with special needs.

One example is diagnose equipment that makes it
faster to diagnose for example people that
experience hearth problems.

Evaluation of treatment methods

The method that includes frequent end-user
diagnose measurements, distribution of revised
medication list, statistics of how the medication has
been performed makes it possible to develop and
evaluate new treatment methods.

Synergy effects with other
MyHealth@Age services

The combination of Prescribed Healthcare services
and Mobile Safety Alarm services makes it
possible to improve the health for elderly people
with fragile health. The Mobile Safety Alarm
makes it possible for them to make valuable
physical exercises saftety.

The combination with Social Network services
stimulate active social life which also has a positive
effect on the physical health.

It can also be appropriate to provide other kind of
diagnose equipment for a limited time-period to
convince the end-user of the value using the
equipment. After the initial period, the user has
acquire own equipment if he/she would like to
continue using the Prescribed Healthcare service.

End-user support

The healthcare organization offers end-user sup-
port. That includes training on how to use the Pre-
scribed Healthcare equipment and application and
provide technical support together with companies.

Medical consultation

The healthcare staff offers electronic consultation
services to primary care patients. The patients can
ask questions and receive answers through the
messaging service. Many times short answers are
enough to solve the issues which otherwise would
have required an appointment at the healthcare
centre.


